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Edward Said, in Culture and Imperialism, defines imperialism in 
terms of its relation with land:  
Everything about human history is rooted in the earth, which has 
meant that we must think about habitation, but it has also meant 
that people have planned to have more territory and therefore must 
do something about its indigenous residents. At some very basic 
level, imperialism means thinking about, settling on, controlling 
land that you do not possess, that is distant, that is lived on and 
owned by others. (5) 
The colonial history of Zimbabwe is a result of this process of “thinking 
about, settling on, [and] controlling land that [the British did] not possess.” 
In the late nineteenth century, the British Empire, with its increasing need 
to acquire raw materials for industry and new markets for British products, 
and with the frequent British exploration of Africa which made the 
African land knowable and approachable (or appropriable), colonized 
that part of southern Africa. What was then Mashonaland and 
Matabeleland, which were “lived on and owned by [Africans],” were 
transformed by force into what Raymond Williams calls industrialized 
Britain’s “‘undeveloped’ yet economically important” (279) territory, 
which produced raw materials cheaply for the European market, and the 
territory was mapped into the shape of “southern Rhodesia,” present-day 
Zimbabwe. 
This process of white settlement, which involved dislocation of 
Africans, is reflected in the representation of African land in white 
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colonial literature set in and about southern Africa. The position of the 
white writers as colonizers inevitably caused their writings to involve 
colonial myths which served to justify the colonizer’s presence in the land 
and marginalization of Africans. One of the dominant myths in relation 
to the land is what Gayatri Spivak, in “The Rani of Sirmur: An Essay in 
Reading the Archives,” calls the “necessary yet contradictory assumption 
of an uninscribed earth,” which “generates the force to make ‘the 
colonized’ see himself as ‘other’” (254). Anthony Channells specifies the 
southern African version of this myth in this way:  
Before the arrival of the whites, the plateau was an empty 
wilderness which they were at liberty to shape as they pleased . . . . 
(32) 
The colonizers, by perceiving the southern African land which was 
sparsely inhabited, compared to Europe “unpeopled” or “empty” and 
therefore “uninscribed,” justified their right to “inscribe” it as they 
desired, and to convert it into their own new society. This “assumption of 
an uninscribed earth” or, in the case of southern Africa, a “vast, empty 
landscape,” is a prominent image of land in white colonial literature.  
This paper focuses on the representation of African lands, specifically 
those in the pre-settlement era, in Rider Haggard’s King Solomon’s Mines 
(1885). When Haggard was working in Africa from 1875 to 1882, he 
spent most of his time in South Africa, yet his imaginary kingdom in the 
adventure story King Solomon’s Mines reflects and reinforces the colonial 
myth of Zimbabwe at that time, and his feminized and sexualized African 
landscape typically conveys the image of an Africa waiting to be 
conquered by the virile men of the British Empire.  
At first, it is worthwhile discussing how adventure stories in the 
nineteenth century contributed to the reinforcement of colonial discourse. 
At that time, just as a large number of travelogues written by British 
explorers such as Richard Burton, David Livingstone and Henry Morton 
Stanley mesmerized Victorian readers with experiences and fame the 
authors could not have attained in Britain, adventure stories in the form 
of travelogues written by those with colonial experience captivated 
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Victorian hearts, especially those of men. When these adventure stories 
are set in Africa, the “dark continent,” part of which was still unexplored 
or unsettled, Africa is often represented as the most challenging testing 
ground for Victorian male colonial virtues such as respectability, courage 
and male bonding. Africa presents heroes with many difficult ordeals to 
endure, dangerous wild game hunting, fighting with or conquering the 
fierce and cannibalistic “savages,” and facing a harsh climate and tropical 
diseases. Their hardship in these situations is in the end often rewarded 
not only with their maturation as male subjects but also with spoils such 
as ivory, gold, diamonds, and other treasures available to be appropriated 
in Africa. In short, these stories played the role of encouraging the 
Imperial masculine subject, and ultimately helped justify a virile 
enforcement of the Imperial annexation of Africa.  
Rider Haggard’s King Solomon’s Mines (1885) is set in an imaginary 
African kingdom called Kukuanaland, situated on the ruins of Ophir, the 
legendary region identified in the Bible as the source of King Solomon’s 
mines and therefore his wealth. The story is dedicated to “all the big and 
little boys who read it” (King Solomon’s Mines n. pag.), and certainly 
belongs to the genre of masculine Imperial fiction. Like other African 
adventure stories, white heroes go through a pattern of ordeals, wild game 
hunting, suffering in the desert, fighting against the Kukuana king Twala, 
and ultimately appropriating diamonds from his mine. Their adventure is 
moralized and made inevitable by the noble purpose of their journey, that 
is, a quest for Sir Henry Curtis’s missing brother, and by the righteousness 
of their mysterious servant, Ignosi, as rightful successor to the throne of 
the evil Twala. Moreover, this apparently fanciful story about Ophir in 
southern Africa also implicitly justifies the further British intervention in 
the region, especially of Matabeleland and Mashonaland, and British 
acquisition of mineral rights there. 
The idea of Ophir, King Solomon’s Mines in the hinterland of 
southern Africa, is fully engaged with a Victorian ideology of the origin 
of the Great Zimbabwe ruins and old gold mines in Mashonaland. In the 
late 1870’s, when Haggard was in South Africa, the existence of the 
gigantic stone ruins and stories of the ancient gold mines in Mashonaland 
were already known among some colonials by way of Carl Mauch 
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(Mazarire 337-8), and they were believed to be the ruins of King 
Solomon’s mines, in the biblical city of Ophir, capital of the Queen of 
Sheba (although they were actually built by Africans). Having been 
stimulated by the information, several gold-seekers, including Thomas 
Baines, visited Lobengula, the Matabele king, to obtain a concession 
authorizing the mining of gold in Matabeleland. According to Norman 
Etherington, in “South African Origins of Rider Haggard’s Early African 
Romances,” it is possible that Haggard, while on the staff of Sir 
Theophilus Shepstone in the Transvaal, familiarized himself with 
Baines’s maps of southern Africa, with their captions about “Simbaby, 
ruined cities C. Mauch, Sept. 1871,” “Supposed Realm of Queen of Sheba” 
and “Manica Ancient Gold Fields,” or J. R. Jeppe’s map which marked 
Mauch’s route to the Zimbabwe ruins and features a “view of the ruins” 
(Etherington, “South African” 437). Haggard, who was always looking 
for a trace of ancient white civilization in Africa, was by no means 
unattracted by these ideas. For example, noting the “Greek” touch in 
Sotho people’s houses in southern Africa, he describes the Sotho people 
as possible offshoots of the old civilization, but who had “relapsed into 
barbarism” (Haggard, The Days of My Life 86). 
This view of the Zimbabwe ruins in Africa as an ancient biblical city 
rather than the product of African civilization is not unrelated to the 
Victorian will to discover the remnant of lost “white” civilization in non-
European countries, or what Edward Said would call “a set of valorized 
contacts [the place] had had with a distant European past” (Said 85),2 
which were used to justify the contemporary European intervention or 
annexation of the place. In the case of the Zimbabwe ruins, Laura 
Chrisman observes that the desire of Victorian archaeologists to establish 
the idea that the ruins are from biblical antiquity was “an attempt to verify 
the myth of the Bible, by giving it material evidence; also and equally, to 
give biblical sanction to contemporary mineral practice” (50) in southern 
Africa. The idea is that once a European presence in Africa can be 
biblically (or even historically) justified, as evidenced in this case in the 
ruins of structures built by people who prospered in Africa before the 
Africans, the latter of whom, the understanding went, could not possibly 
have built the structures, acquisition of the mineral rights in the region 
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and displacement of the African inhabitants could be justified as a 
restoration of ancient “European” civilization (which only Europeans can 
appreciate) and a re-acquisition of the land.  
Haggard’s text typically reflects and endorses the above-mentioned 
discourse. He represents the Matabele-like Kukuanas as people who came 
to inhabit the land after the creator of the ancient construction (which only 
European adventurers are supposed to be able to correctly identify with 
their distant past). He also portrays the three adventurers’ appropriation 
of diamonds facilitated by their military support of Ignosi’s victory over 
Twala, an episode which was inspired by an unrealized gold-seekers’ 
scheme to intervene in the Ndebele succession dispute between King 
Lobengula and Kuruman, who worked for Sir Theophilus Shepstone 
(Haggard’s superior), in order to win a mining concession (Etherington, 
Rider Haggard 40).  
Within this explicitly male colonial adventure story, however, we also 
may discern a strong anxiety about the British presence in Africa.3 For 
example, the narrator/protagonist, Allan Quatermain, is represented not 
as a man of civilizing mission like David Livingstone, who could justify 
his life in Africa as an embodiment of colonial virtue, but as an 
unsophisticated explorer, who is in considerable confusion about 
justifying his life in Africa: 
I, Allan Quatermain, of Durban, Natal, Gentleman, . . . . am I 
a gentleman? What is a gentleman? I don’t quite know, and yet I 
have had to do with niggers – no, I will scratch out that word 
“niggers,” for I do not like it. I’ve known natives who are, and . . . 
I have known mean whites with lots of money and fresh out from 
home, too, who ain’t. . . . Well, at any rate, I was born a gentleman, 
though I’ve been nothing but a poor travelling trader and hunter all 
my life. Whether I have remained so I know not, you must judge 
of that. Heaven knows I’ve tried. I’ve killed many men in my time, 
but I have never slain wantonly or stained my hand in innocent 
blood, only in self-defense. The Almighty gave us our lives, and I 
suppose he meant us to defend them, at least I have always acted 
on that, and I hope it won’t be brought up against me when my 
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lock strikes. There, there, it is a cruel and a wicked world, and for 
a timid man I have been mixed up in a deal of slaughter. I can’t tell 
the rights of it, but at any rate I have never stolen, though I once 
cheated a Kafir out of a herd of cattle. But then he had done me a 
dirty turn, and it has troubled me ever since into the bargain. (3-4) 
Quatermain’s attempt to present himself as a “gentleman” is marred by 
mention of his previous misdeeds, such as murdering “many men” in self-
defense and cheating an African, and by his clumsy “eye for an eye” 
justification of these. His attempt to make his long association with 
“niggers,” who are supposedly morally inferior to the British, an excuse 
for his disreputable deeds in Africa is eroded by his denial of the notion 
of British moral superiority over Africans. We may discern in 
Quatermain’s inconsistent speech a strong anxiety about the supposed 
superiority of the British over the Africans, superiority which British 
gentlemen often think entitles them to rule Africa. 
This magnified anxiety is symptomatic of late nineteenth century 
literature in which the righteousness of the British Empire begins to be 
shaken by various forces within and without itself. In the domestic 
situation, for example, the emergence of Darwinism, replacing the idea 
of men as God’s creation in His own image with the bleak notion of the 
human race resulting from natural selection and sharing common 
ancestors with other species, blurred the distinction between human 
beings and beasts, or the “civilized” and the “savages.” Darwinism also 
instilled the Victorian consciousness with fear of reverting to barbarism 
or savagery by way of natural selection. (This might explain 
Quatermain’s moral “regression” through his “struggle for existence,” or 
the almost “atavistic” fierceness the British adventurers exhibited in their 
battle against Twala.) An emerging feminist movement in the late 
nineteenth century also destabilized the British male consciousness, 
which forms the basis of the Imperial enterprise. Men were forced to face 
a condition in which women, who had been and were supposed to be 
subservient “angels in the house,” aggressively demanded equal 
opportunities in what had been regarded as the sphere of men. In 
international politics, demands for independence from colonized peoples 
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increased, and these eventually took the form of a succession of 
nationalistic revolts in various parts of the Empire. In the case of southern 
Africa, what Haggard witnessed as a colonial was the Boer rebellion of 
1890, against the British annexation of the Transvaal, together with a 
series of British wars against the Zulus, which often ended with defeat for 
the British, eventually forcing the British retrocession of the Transvaal. 
On the whole, as Ronald Robinson and John Gallagher observe, “the so-
called imperialism of the late Victorians began as little more than a 
defensive response to [various nationalistic] rebellions” rather than a 
clear British will to rule and civilize the region (161). In this condition, 
what came to lie in the Imperial male subconscious was a fear of being 
subverted by the colonized (or women), and of the possibility of the 
Imperial male value system crumbling. 
Therefore, inevitably, what often may be observed in Haggard’s 
representation of African landscape is ambivalence about Imperial and 
male feelings towards southern Africa, that is, feelings about colonial 
passion for Africa and anxiety about the righteousness of colonial rule 
and the possibility of it being subverted.  
The degree to which Haggard’s representation of the African land 
reflects the colonial desire to conquer southern Africa is, first of all, seen 
in the vastness and emptiness of the landscape as it is represented. Most 
of the places in which the adventurers heroically act, hunting game and 
fighting with Africans, for example, are vast open spaces. This 
“emptiness,” which evokes what Gayatri Spivak calls the “necessary yet 
contradictory assumption of an uninscribed earth,” and which “generates 
the force to make “the colonized” see himself as ‘other’” (254), justifies 
the colonizers’ desire to inscribe their own sense of history, to transform 
the land into their new Eden, eliminating African presence and history. 
For example, the beautiful scenery of an African kraal is seen as requiring 
the “presence of man” (meaning European man) in order for it to be 
“complete,” just as “Eden with Eve” is far more fair than “Eden before 
man” (36-7). This sense of the vastness of the land is increased by 
Haggard’s frequent use of what (according to Rebecca Stott’s report on 
unpublished work by Peter Pierce) Peter Pierce calls “Haggard’s aerial 
views,” “which operate as a part of an imperialist structure; a group of 
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explorers look down on to the land that they are about to enter” (93). The 
following description of a grand view of Kukuanaland as seen by the 
adventurers is a good example:  
. . . below, some five thousand feet beneath where we stood, lay 
league on league of the most lovely champaign country. Here were 
dense patches of lofty forest, there a great river wound its silvery 
way. To the left stretched a vast expanse of rich undulating veldt 
or grass land, on which we could just make out countless herd of 
game or cattle, at that distance we could not tell which. This 
expanse appeared to be ringed in by a wall of distant mountains, 
that is, solitary hills stood up from its level, with stretches of 
cultivated lands between, amongst which we could distinctly see 
groups of dome-shaped huts. The landscape lay before us like a 
map, in which rivers flashed like silver snakes, and Alp-like peaks 
crowned with wildly twisted snow wreaths rose in solemn 
grandeur, whilst over all was the glad sunlight and the wide 
breath of Nature’s happy life. (96-7)  
This act of “looking down on to the land” has much in common with the 
eighteenth-century taste for “pleasing prospects,” which give a viewer 
who looks “from a separated vantage-point” a “sense of possession” of 
the land (Williams 126). When this is applied to the Imperial context, the 
grand view which spreads “beneath” the gaze of Haggard’s adventurers 
is literally the land they desire to penetrate and possess. (Similarly, later, 
when they wage war against armies led by Twala, they situate themselves 
on “a large flat-topped hill” (171), which is “a point of vantage” (175) 
and from which they are in control of all circumstances of the war.) The 
fertile green land stretching before their gaze like a “map” also makes 
manifest the desire for control of the land. As Graham Huggan puts it, the 
reality represented by the map “conforms to a version which is 
specifically designed to empower its makers” (127), and this map-like 
reality assures the prospect of possessing the land itself.  
On the other hand, the degree to which Haggard’s representation of 
the land reveals anxiety about the righteousness of the virile British 
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penetration of Africa and the British fear of being subverted or revenged 
is seen in the way in which Africa, Europe’s “Other,” represents the 
sexuality of a woman, man’s “Other,” about whom the colonial male also 
often had ambivalent impulses. What Joseph Bristow calls the nineteenth-
century commonplace association between “European female sexuality 
and African darkness” (134) is embodied in the female body-like 
geography of Kukuanaland, the imaginary African kingdom. It consists 
of a pair of breast-like mountains called “Sheba’s Breasts,” with their 
“nipples” covered in snow, and a triangle of mountains called the “Three 
Witches.” In short, the adventurers’ quest for the treasure in the pit is 
equivalent to a male sexual penetration of a woman’s body, and it is this 
sexualized African land that turns out vengefully to resist male 
penetration and overwhelms the male colonial psyche. The view of 
Sheba’s Breasts as seen by the adventurers from their distance contains 
such an anxiety-inducing tint:  
Now that, sitting here, I attempt to describe the extraordinary 
grandeur and beauty of that sight, language seems to fail me. I am 
impotent even before its memory. . . . These mountains, placed 
thus, like the pillars of a gigantic gateway, are shaped after the 
fashion of a woman’s breasts, and at times the mist and shadows 
beneath them take the form of a recumbent woman, veiled 
mysteriously in sleep. Their bases swell gently from the plain, 
looking at that distance perfectly round and smooth; and upon the 
top of each is a vast hillock covered with snow, exactly 
corresponding to the nipple on the female breast. . . .  
Scarcely had the mountains vanished into cloud-clad privacy 
before our thirst—literally a burning question—reasserted itself. 
(80-81) 
Rebecca Stott regards this as one of “Haggard’s aerial views,” which 
stresses the passivity of the body of a gigantic “recumbent woman” with 
breasts and snow-covered nipples, naked beneath the veil and invitingly 
half-asleep (Stott 94). The fact is, however, that this view manifests 
something much more complex. This scenery is not looked down upon 
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from a point of vantage but looked up to from a point of disadvantage: 
the dessert, where the viewers suffer from extreme thirst, is situated 
below Sheba’s Breasts. The grandeur of Sheba’s Breasts viewed from 
below, instead of arousing Quatermain’s spirit of desire, makes 
him feel “impotent” (which signifies not only his diminished state of 
mind but also diminished state of sexual desire) even at its memory. 
Here implied is a mixture of desire for and anxiety about further 
penetration or violation of the recumbent body. 
As Stott argues, such anxiety about and fear of penetration and 
violation of Africa manifests itself strongly in the nightmare of the 
revenge of this violated “female body” in trapping the adventurers (Stott 
95). What the explorers experience climbing over Sheba’s Breasts, the 
shape of which evokes sensuality and a source of nourishment, is an 
extreme starvation and coldness, which reduces Ventvogel, the African 
servant, to a dead frozen body to be placed beside the three-hundred-year-
old frozen corpse of Silvestre, who wrote the treasure map of the area in 
the cave near the “nipple.” 
In this sense, it is natural that a climactic scene in which the white 
explorers penetrate and violate the pit called the “Place of Death” (womb 
of the “recumbent woman”) to appropriate King Solomon’s treasure—
appropriation which evokes the British desire to appropriate 
Matabeleland and Mashonaland in order to dominate their minerals—
manifests their anxiety and fear of violation most strongly. The violated 
“female body” (which is also represented by an African witch Gagool, 
whose status is usurped by the adventurers) revenges itself against the 
colonizers by imprisoning them in Solomon’s treasure chamber, with 
“treasures enough to pay off a moderate national debt” (258) but which 
they can neither eat nor drink for survival. Their desire for capital wealth, 
which belongs to what they regard as universal value and which forms 
the ideological basis of Imperialism (or the adventurers’ journey), or even 
their colonial virtue of manliness, is reduced to nothingness when they 
are displaced in the closed “darkness,” “without view,” with even their 
biological survival in doubt. Quatermain and Captain Good exhibit quite 
unmanly behavior, crying for despair. Quatermain states, “Truly wealth, 
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which men spend all their lives in acquiring, is a valueless thing at the 
last” (258). 
The heroes’ experience of having their “universal” colonial value 
relativized and reduced into nothingness is only temporary, though. They 
soon escape the pit, still carrying diamonds with them, and in time go 
back to England to make a handsome fortune, replicating the pattern of 
British conquest of southern Africa. Still, the fact that what happens in 
the pit is not so much a heroic conquest of “darkness” as a narrow escape 
from the revenge of the violated land reveals the intensity of the fear of 
and anxiety about further enforcement of the annexation of Africa, which 
inevitably causes a fierce African backlash. Therefore, it is insightful of 
Haggard to seal his imaginary African kingdom with the following 
warning of noble King Ignosi (African counterpart of aristocratic Sir 
Henry Curtis), who rightly discerns in his white friends’ hearts love for 
diamonds which exceeds their love for him, in reference to “the bright 
stones that ye love more than me, your friend”: 
Ye have the stones; now would ye go to Natal and across the 
moving black water and sell them, and be rich, as it is the desire of 
a white man’s heart to be. Cursed for your sake be the stones, and 
cursed he who seeks them. Death shall it be to him who sets foot 
in the place of Death to seek them . . . . 
. . . listen, and let all the white men know my words. No other 
white man shall cross the mountains. . . . I will see no trader with 
their guns and rum . . . . I will have no praying men to put fear of 
death into men’s hearts, to stir them up against the king, and make 
a path for the white men who follow to run on. If a white man 
comes to my gates I will send him back; if an army comes, I will 
make war on them with all my strength, and they shall not prevail 
against me. None shall ever come for the shining stones . . . . (274-
5) 
In reality, however, the British did annex Matabeleland and Mashonaland, 
and create “Rhodesia” in 1895, with much sacrifice. It entailed war with 
Matabeleland in 1893, and caused the fierce “Matabele rebellion” and 
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“Mashona rebellion,” or what is among Africans called the “Chimurenga 
War,” in 1896-7, which resulted in the death of many Africans and white 
settlers alike. It is ironic that much later, in 1914, when Haggard visited 
Rhodesia and visited the Zimbabwe ruins for the first time, he found that 
the ruins were shown to tourists as the original of Kôr (another imaginary 
African stone city in his novel, She), two hills had been named Sheba’s 
Breasts, and a road had been named after Allan Quatermain (Pocock 178). 
The wildness of colonial expansion literally made even their fictionalized 
colonial landscape “real.” 
NOTES 
1 This paper is based on chapter two in my dissertation at Tsuda College titled “Landscape and 
Inhabitation—A Comparison between White Writings and Black Writings in Southern 
Rhodesia/Zimbabwe.” 
2 Originally, “a set of valorized contacts it had had with a distant European past.” Here Said is 
talking about a European textual and schematic attitude to Egypt and its ancient civilization, 
but the country which Europe chose to perceive in this way was by no means restricted to the 
Orient. In the case of Haggard, he was an enthusiastic Egyptologist and his portrayal of an 
imaginary Egypt-like ancient stone city called Kôr in Africa in the novel She (1886) conveys 
the “European textual and schematic attitude to Egypt” very explicitly. Therefore, it is 
possible to explain his fascination with the myth of the Zimbabwe ruins in the context of 
Orientalism.  
3 We can find a similar kind of anxiety about the righteousness of colonizers in David 
Livingstone’s Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa (1857), but Haggard’s 
anxiety, reflecting the late nineteenth-century zeitgeist, is much more prominent. 
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